Quantitative 13C NMR analysis of sequence distributions in poly(ethylene-co-1-hexene).
Different 13C NMR methods of determining triad distributions in two poly(ethylene-co-1-hexene) copolymers are examined using high signal-to-noise ratio 13C NMR spectra of the copolymers dissolved in deuterated 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at 398 K. This examination includes a comparison of three integration techniques. The experimental impact of decoupler sidebands and significantly nonequal 13C NOE values are examined. A least-squares regression analysis technique for solving for triad mole fractions is tested and appears to be more reliable than two published algebraic expressions (and other expressions examined in the work reported here). The resultant triad mole fractions are compared to sequence distribution parameters expected by Bernoullian and first-order Markovian statistical models. On the basis of 13C NMR-determined average reactivity ratios, the copolymer designated sample B (5.3 mol % 1-hexene) appears to be a Bernoullian copolymer resulting from a single-site catalytic system. The copolymer designated sample S (3.6 mol % 1-hexene overall) is better described as a mixture of polyethylene and a Bernoullian copolymer with 6.4 mol % 1-hexene content, and thus appears to result from a multisite catalytic system.